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While many opine on what a team should practice and how its players can best prepare

for games, the topic of which players to focus on in practice is largely unexplored. Although

coaches likely recognize that certain players have an outsized impact on the game, they often fail

to act on this imbalance and invest in them accordingly. The proposed solution is to implement a

differentiated practice plan, which empowers coaches to make deliberate investments in the

players who will provide a disproportionate return in the game.

The Unequal Distribution of Playing Time

The differentiation of playing time provides the team with its best chance at winning.

Assuming players have varying skill sets and the starters are the best players, the team will

underperform when its nonstarters are in the game. The case for differentiating playing time

becomes stronger as the difference in the ability of players increases. In turn, a team with equal

playing time will lose to a team with unequal playing time.

When players at the same position are similarly skilled, the player with a slight advantage

will generally play the entire game. And although coaches can freely rotate them, they will often

play the same eight position players and few pitchers in competitive games. This is known as a

winner-takes-all situation. The Save Opportunities statistic is indicative of the winner-takes-all

effect because it controls for the competitiveness of the game––only games that are within a

three-run difference are counted. Because the game is close and the opponent is within striking

distance––a factor that certainly influences the decision about whom to play––the coach is

expected to use the best available pitcher to defend the team’s lead.

As the winner-takes-all effect predicted, a few pitchers accounted for nearly all of their

team’s Save Opportunities during the 2019 Major League Baseball (MLB) season. 17 of the 30

teams had one pitcher who accounted for more Save Opportunities than the rest of his team

combined. 27 of the 30 teams had two pitchers who accounted for more Save Opportunities than

the rest of their team combined. Three teams had three pitchers who accounted for more Save

Opportunities than the rest of their team combined, and more than 40% of their Save

Opportunities resulted in Blown Saves.1 If coaches did not favor the best players in competitive

games, Save Opportunities would have been spread equally across the pitching staff. This

evidence suggests that coaches disproportionately rely on the same few players who they

perceive as giving the team its best chance of winning.



Save
opportunities,
2019

Pitcher 1 P. 2 P. 3 P. 4 P. 5 P. 6 P. 7 P. 8 P. 9 P. 10 P. 11 P. 12 P. 13 P. 14 P. 15 P. 16 P. 17 P. 18

Angels 27 6 4 3 3 2 1

Astros 44 8 5 3 3 1 1 1 1

Athletics 32 21 6 5 4 2 1 1 1 1 1

Blue Jays 24 6 4 3 2 1 1 1 1

Braves 25 11 7 4 4 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1

Brewers 44 11 6 4 3 2 2 2 1 1

Cardinals 27 15 11 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 1

Cubs 16 16 11 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

Diamondbacks 22 21 6 4 4 4 2 2 2 1 1

Dodgers 41 7 6 5 3 3 2 1 1

Giants 38 5 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

Indians 39 6 5 3 2 1 1 1

Mariners 16 10 7 6 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

Marlins 18 5 5 4 4 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1

Mets 33 11 5 5 4 3 1 1 1 1

Nationals 35 8 7 5 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

Orioles 19 9 8 5 5 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

Padres 44 13 4 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

Phillies 34 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Pirates 31 6 5 5 4 1 1 1 1

Rangers 18 15 5 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Rays 28 10 9 6 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1

Red Sox 22 12 11 6 3 2 1 1 1 1 1

Reds 40 11 5 4 3 3 2 1

Rockies 18 8 8 6 3 1

Royals 34 5 5 4 3 2 2 2 1 1 1

Tigers 25 14 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Yankees 42 9 7 5 2 2 2 2 1 1 1

Twins 36 11 5 4 4 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

White Sox 33 4 3 3 2 1 1 1 1



The distribution of Save Opportunities, per team, during the 2019 MLB season

Additionally, according to FanGraphs, there were 185,139 Plate Appearances during the

2018 MLB season.2 When the players who accounted for them were sorted in descending order,

the top 20% of players accounted for 75.45% of Plate Appearances, or 139,690 of them.

Likewise, the bottom 80% accounted for 24.55%. It follows that a player such as Francisco

Lindor, who led the league with 745 that year, should be managed differently in practice than a

player with 10. This again illustrates how opportunities for players to influence games are

unequal. Similarly, professors Herman Aguinis and Ernest O’Boyle concluded, “instead of a

massive group of average performers dominating…through sheer numbers, a small group of elite

performers [dominate] through massive performance.”3

The 80/20 rule, also known as the Pareto Principle, states that 80% of effects come from

20% of causes. While this appears simplistic, it provides a clearer way to approach the unequal

relationship between inputs and outputs. It predicts that a minority of a team will produce a

majority of the results, runs, and output; a few players will cause a majority of a team’s problems

and errors. This pattern has been observed elsewhere in sports. Mark Perry found that the top

20% of NBA players scored 80% of the total points in a given season.4 David Berri and Martin

Schmidt analyzed the output of each player in the NBA and wrote that “about 80% of wins



appear to be produced by 20% of the players.”5 And Jeff Zimmerman analyzed the Wins Above

Replacement (WAR) of the MLB and found that 15% of players produced 85% of the WAR.6

Determining the Values of Players

A player’s value has traditionally been measured in terms of results, such as Hits, Stolen

Bases, Home Runs, and averages. However, for this argument, performance-based statistics are

secondary to the opportunities given to produce them, such as Innings Played, Save

Opportunities, and Plate Appearances. This is to account for the potential a player has to

influence the game, rather than his or her actual impact on it. Players’ values are determined by

the opportunities they have to influence the game, which vary because of the unequal distribution

of playing time.

Even if all players on a team are equally skilled, the importance of their roles will remain

unequal as long as the opportunities to influence the game are unequal. Suppose that starters

average three Plate Appearances per game, pinch hitters have one per game, and backup players

have one every three games. The starters will be three times more consequential than the pinch

hitter and nine times more influential than backups. As such, an underprepared starter will

adversely impact the team’s performance significantly more than an underprepared role player or

backup. Moreover, an improved role player will only marginally improve the team’s

performance, and an improved bench player will have a negligible effect on the team’s

performance. Stemming from the unequal values of their roles, the benefits of an improved

starter outweigh the consequences of an underprepared backup.

The Shortfalls of a Traditional Practice Plan

Coaches work to convert talent into performance through the use of a practice plan.

Simply put, the practice plan is the predetermined schedule for the practice. The most effective

practice plans are deliberate and translate back to the team’s strengths and weaknesses in the

game. While coaches have different goals, such as winning or having fun, they often follow the

same practice plan format.

Traditional practice plans focus on all players equally and are undifferentiated. For

example, all infielders would receive the same number of ground balls, all batters would receive

the same rounds of batting practice, and all pitchers would receive the same attention. This stems

from the underlying assumption that all players and roles are equally valuable in the game. It



should now be evident, however, that players do not have equal values. Coaches who invest

equally in the team are using a noncompetitive practice plan to pursue a competitive goal.

Those who claim that a team’s performance would most improve by focusing on the

“average” or weakest players mistakenly assume that a team’s performance is the sum of the

abilities of its players. In fact, a team’s performance is limited to and determined by the

performance of the players on the field. An equal allocation at practice implies the equal

significance of all players and roles in the game, suggesting that coaches who follow the

undifferentiated, one-size-fits-all approach underinvest in their most valuable players and

overinvest in less significant ones.

The inability of a coach to meet the physical and mental needs of all of his or her players

reveals the downside of a traditional practice plan––coaches must accept that they are unable to

be everything to everyone. The limited bandwidth of a coaching staff is most evident in college

baseball. According to D1Baseball, “college baseball is allowed three full-time coaches for a

35-man roster—a 12:1 player-to-coach ratio. The next-worst ratio is men’s and women’s soccer

at 8:1.”7 The high player-to-coach ratio is problematic because it limits the time and attention

that can be given to each player. In turn, an undifferentiated practice plan spreads limited

opportunities too thin and leads to an equally insufficient outcome for all players.

A Baseball America article explains that the addition of “another assistant coach would

allow for more and better instruction, as well as a better division of labor among the coaching

staff.”8 With too few coaches, regardless of the team’s age or level of competition, coaches

cannot meet the needs of every player on the roster.9

The Benefits of a Differentiated Practice Plan

To resolve the issue of how best to allocate scarce resources in practice, the coach should

prioritize the players who are expected to provide the greatest return in the game.10 Unequal

playing time grants the starters more opportunities to produce and nonstarters fewer, making

certain players more valuable to the team and central to its success. A differentiated practice plan

empowers the coach to invest disproportionately in the players who occupy roles that will

disproportionately impact the game.11

The reasoning for a differentiated practice plan draws from business management and its

concept of a differentiated workforce. Mark Huselid, Brian Becker, and Richard Beatty, in The



Workforce Scorecard, write that a manager must first “recognize and accept that some positions

and roles in the organization have a more important influence on the execution of strategy than

others.”12 To acknowledge this variability, the team should be sorted into “A,” “B,” and “C”

roles. The “A” roles, generally the starters, are central to the game and disproportionately

determine the outcome. The “B” roles, such as substitutes and pinch runners, support the “A”

roles. The “C” roles, often the bench players, are similar to nonperformers. It behooves the team

to fill the most influential roles with its best players.

The practice plan should be derived

from the game strategy and differentiate

players in relation to it. So, when a team is

uncompetitive and adopts the goal of having

fun, playing time and practice should be

correspondingly equal––this is especially

important and appropriate for youth teams.

But when the team’s overriding goal is to

win, the coach should rely on unequal

playing time and differentiate the practice

plan in a corresponding way. A differentiated

practice plan complements and aligns with the imbalance of playing time in the game. Unless

playing time is equalized, the practice plan should be differentiated to account for this imbalance.

As a rule of thumb, the coaching bandwidth should be managed the same way that water

flows down a tiered fountain. The allocation starts at the top tier––the players in the “A” roles

are given primacy––and once sufficiently full, overflows down to the next. The second tier will

receive water after the first is full. If there is not enough for every tier to be full, the lower tiers

will not be afforded resources at the expense of those above. However, with an abundance of

water, every tier will receive a sufficient amount. For example, if the starters require three rounds

of batting practice to be fully prepared for the game and the team only has time for four, then the

backups would be given the remaining one. Likewise, if two rounds would suffice, then an equal

allocation would be met. The challenges posed by scarcity arise when the starters need three



rounds but only receive two, meaning they will be underprepared for the game. When going into

a must-win game, the coach must be assured that the needs of the starters were met in practice.

Jeff Janssen, an expert on sports leadership, has highlighted the importance of focusing

on the most influential aspects of a team. In a Coach&A.D. article, Janssen writes, “Arizona

softball coach Mike Candrea spends a lot of time having one-on-one coaching conversations

with his top players. Of course, you want to develop your reserves, but you can’t afford to throw

round after round of batting practice to your subs at the expense of your superstars.”13 Further, he

states that Anson Dorrance, the University of North Carolina’s women’s soccer coach, “doesn’t

ignore or neglect the reserves, yet he does want to make his superstars’ psyches the priority each

week. They are the primary producers—and he must make sure that they are mentally and

physically ready to produce.” Janssen also warns that coaches may be “spending an inordinate

amount of time policing the troublemakers.” Candrea and Dorrance, who together have won 29

NCAA national championships, recognize and act upon the basis that their top players

disproportionately determine the outcome of the game for the entire team.

A differentiated practice plan also puts into focus what will carry over to the game. Vern

Gambetta, the former conditioning consultant for the U.S. Men’s World Cup Soccer team, said,

“Make your decisions in training based on the return, know where your best results are coming

from and focus your efforts there.”14 In his bestselling business book Good to Great, Jim Collins

writes that the best leaders “were able to strip away so much noise and clutter and just focus on

the few things that would have the greatest impact.”15 This approach will keep the coach focused

on the players in the most critical roles.

Players should be considered through the lens of their roles rather than exclusively on the

basis of their ability. For instance, if an MVP, who can do numbers on the field, will not play

because they have been benched, injured, or suspended, their newfound role renders them less

deserving of limited opportunities in practice. Similarly, if a minor leaguer, who is presumably

less able than veterans, is called up to start, their role makes them more deserving of limited

opportunities in practice. By focusing on the players in the roles that determine and drive the

team’s success, the probability of achieving success will significantly increase.

Addressing Potential Concerns about a Differentiated Practice Plan



Objections to a differentiated practice plan may be made concerning fairness. Regarding

fairness, I would flip it and ask how it can be fair to always manage all players the same way?

Why should a coach devote the same amount of time to troublemakers as they do to hardworking

players? Or is it fair to expend the same amount of energy on uncommitted players? In these

situations, equal allocations are unfair and a disincentive to the rest of the team. In Above the

Line, Urban Meyer writes that “the hours you spend trying to motivate a guy who doesn’t care

about getting better or about being there for the team are hours you would be much better off

investing elsewhere.”16 If a starter will play 95% of the innings, is it fair or rational for a coach to

spend the same amount of time on the player or players who account for the remaining 5%? How

can it be fair not to give the team its best chance of winning?

Laszlo Bock, the former Senior Vice President of People Operations of Google, writes

that “fairness is when [investments are] commensurate with contribution. As a result, there ought

to be tremendous variance in [investments in] individuals.”17 Bock also contends that many

confuse “the notions of equality and fairness. Equality matters tremendously when you’re talking

about personal rights or justice, but paying everyone equally––or close to equally––results in

overpaying your worst people and underpaying your best.” Although his comments relate to

financial compensation, they illustrate how other scarce resources can be allocated.

Determining the fair distribution of playing time has long vexed players, parents, and

coaches. While some equate fairness with equality, inequality of playing time is not necessarily

unfamiliar or objectionable. Norwegian researcher Torbjørn Lorentzen published a paper asking

the question, “under which condition is it ‘fair’ to use equal and under which condition is it ‘fair’

to use unequal playing time?”18 He argues that in noncompetitive contexts, when the team is

“mastery-oriented,” playing time should be equal even when the players are unequally skilled.

This is because the sport would be seen as a “learning process” instead of a competition.

Alternatively, he asserts competitive, “performance-oriented” teams should differentiate playing

time to “maximize the likelihood of winning the game.” He also argues that a “fair allocation of

playing time does not necessarily imply equal sharing of playing time.” He concludes that “if the

objective is to be the winning team, it is fair [and] rational to allocate playing time to the best

players.” Lorentzen defends the position that unequal playing time is justifiable and fair for

teams with competitive goals; unequal practice time is the next step in this line of thinking.



While the well-meaning approach of investing in all players in equal measure can be

commended for attempting to give players their fair share, it fails to give the team a competitive

advantage and maximize its performance on the field. Equal allocations and those especially

concerned with improving the underperformers inadvertently worsen the team’s prospect of

winning. The philosophy of playing to win was famously propounded by then-NFL coach

Herman Edwards, who said, “This is the greatest thing about sports––you play to win the game.

Hello? You don’t play to just play it. When you start telling me it doesn’t matter, then retire, get

out, because it matters.”19 Drawing on Peter Thiel, who bluntly said, “Competition is for losers,”

the team should work toward having a monopoly on the league and being undefeated.20

Suppose that 20% of a company’s customers generate 80% of its profits. A rational

business owner would concentrate her efforts on satisfying her most valuable customers first

instead of focusing on all of her clients equally. If her largest, most profitable customers become

displeased, their loss would disproportionately harm the company. And if this results in her

having less time for the customers who generate 20% of profits, their potential discontent would

have a relatively minor effect on her bottom line. A 5% improvement in sales to her largest

customer will be exponentially greater than a 5% improvement to her smallest customer.

Moreover, a 5% increase in sales to her most profitable customer vastly outweighs a 5% decrease

in sales to her least profitable customer––cutting her losses by ending contracts with unprofitable

customers will be both profitable and allow her to serve her most important customers better.

Similar to a team, all customers are not equal contributors to the success of the company.

A stronger starting lineup may come at the expense of depth. Admittedly, a differentiated

practice plan may result in backups being less prepared than they would have been compared

with a traditional practice plan. However, coaches will now be able to redouble their efforts on

the players who will provide the greatest return in the game. The players who do not receive

enough time in practice should be encouraged to invest in their own development outside of it.

The opportunity cost of an underprepared backup will be minimal because of the minimal

opportunities they have to influence the game. In terms of results, the added benefit provided by

an improved starter outweighs the consequences of an underprepared backup.

The recommendation to invest deliberately in the most influential players is not a

suggestion to omit the backups or play favorites. Backups should be involved in practice as



frequently as possible––any improvement to them will be an additional benefit to the team.

Following the tiered fountain analogy, available time and opportunities will flow down to them.

Moreover, a differentiated practice plan is not necessarily unequal. All players will ideally

receive an equally sufficient amount of time in practice if the coaching staff is able to

accommodate this, correlating with the team’s player-to-coach ratio. In the off-season, players

must have an equal opportunity to compete for roles. Of course, the coach must still treat all

players with an equally high level of respect.

Conclusion

Coaches often do not have the bandwidth to ensure the mental and physical readiness of

all of their players. This places equality, construed as investing in every player in equal measure

in practice, at odds with the team’s competitiveness in the game. Due to the scarcity of

opportunities and time in practice, which a high player-to-coach ratio exacerbates, the team

cannot maximize its readiness or performance without compromising on equality. Therefore, the

inclination to invest equally in all players should be subordinated. Although this trade-off may

feel counterintuitive or uncomfortable at first, it ultimately gives everyone on the team their best

chance of winning.

Focusing on all players equally in practice is not the most effective strategy for winning.

A few roles will almost always be more impactful than others, so the coach should focus on the

players in them. Determining who to focus on is an essential step for having a well-managed

practice and a successful season. A differentiated practice plan empowers coaches to make

deliberate investments in the players who wiprovide a disproportionate return in the game. Other

things equal, a team that utilizes a differentiated practice plan will defeat teams that do not.
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